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Abstract

Currently, the security of the users’ privacy in public

spaces has more concerns especially in web applications.

Also, the unconsciousness of users by the importance of

the quality cryptographic of these authentication param-

eters makes their commoditized accounts. Hence, invest-

ment in the computer discipline becomes more demand-

ing to prevent potential attacks. In this paper, we intro-

duce a new strong zero knowledge authentication system

based on virtual passwords (SAVP). Its objective of this

paper is to ensure the identification of users on the net-

work by ensuring intractability, portability, unpredictabil-

ity, integrity and reusability of their authentication set-

tings. In the second section, we study the difficulties and

users habits followed in the selection, storage or memoriz-

ing passwords, as well, the evolution and the limits of all

categories of texture password authentication. Also, we

locate the importance of integration of salts in authenti-

cation mechanisms and their impacts on the robustness

of passwords regenerated. As for the third section, we

start with a detail description of all mechanisms and com-

ponent contributing to the robustness of our mutual au-

thentication system. Our goal is to provide a strong zero

knowledge authentication system based on salts generated

by a cryptographically secure random regenerator, algo-

rithm for dynamic rotation of binary strings, symmetric

cryptography primitive, one-way hash function and ran-

dom nonce to provide mutual authentication. The se-

curity analysis of our proposal, which is the goal of the

fourth section, shows their ability to resist against multi-

ple types of attacks.

Keywords : Dynamic rotation of binary strings, mutual

authentication, one-way hash function, strong zero knowl-
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1 Introduction and Notations

Authentication systems have highly evolved in recent

years, particularly in public environments especially in

web applications. Also, activities and government enter-

prises rely increasingly on these technologies. This pro-

tocol requires identification by username/password and

monitoring states of sessions and cookies. In addition,

their facilities implementation and deployment have made

omnipresent and unavoidable. Their seductive and op-

portunities in the evolution of companies encourage more

attackers to re-evolve their ways of attacks.

Attacks against this protocol affect, in general, the con-

fidentiality of data exchanged between the client and the

server. In particular, authentication settings and states

monitoring. For this, it requires the use of Secure Socket

Layer (SSL/TLS) when registering or logging on to the

internet via HTTPS. That seeks to have a valid digital

certificate and a browser be able to manage the public

key infrastructure (PKI). In case of sensitive data, in-

stead of sending passwords in clear, they introduced one

way hash functions to make the password hash. But with

the variety of types of attacks that fit with any situa-

tion, this system is unable to ensure the privacy of the

users. In particular, if we note that static passwords gen-
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eration is totally breakable. At present, they are three

strong alternative password authentication systems: One-

time Passwords [2, 13], Object Passwords [16] and Virtual

Passwords [14, 29].

The security of web applications is one of the areas

that generate more concerns within research laboratories

and companies [3, 7, 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 26, 28, 31].

In particular, the transmission and storage of highly sen-

sitive data like passwords. Certainly the experts have

sacrificed more time to certify the objectives of computer

security [31]. The emergence of new vulnerabilities related

to cryptographic hash functions, the JavaScript program-

ming language and existing authentication systems, we

addressed in this paper to design a new of strong authen-

tication system for remedy these problems. We focused on

strong zero-knowledge authentication based on the virtual

passwords be able of withstanding data theft attacks on

the client or server side, such as Phishing, Shoulder surf-

ing, SQL injection, collision, the man in the middle, brute

force, dictionary and spyware. Thus, we rely our proposal

on one-way hash function, symmetric cryptographic prim-

itive, salts per user generated by a cryptographic random

regenerator sure [1] and random nonce to ensure mutual

authentication.

Our work is divided into four sections. In the second

section, we study the difficulties and habits followed by

users in passwords selection and storage, also, the evolu-

tion and the limits of all texture password authentication

categories. And, we locate the importance of integration

of salts in user authentication mechanisms and their im-

pact on the robustness of the generated passwords. In the

third section, we start by describing in detail the objec-

tives of our proposal such as: zero-knowledge, untrace-

ability, portability, integrity and authentication settings.

Then, we study the regenerator user-specific random salts

and their impact on the quality of cryptographic pass-

words regenerated. For dealing with problems of static

salts, we propose an algorithm for dynamic rotation of bi-

nary strings and study its impact on the unpredictability

and non-traceability of original passwords totally break-

able for minimal disruption. The results obtained show

the random nature of passwords generated for the mini-

mum conditions of security. The security analysis of our

system, which is the objective of the fourth section, shows

the ability of our system to resist against multiple types

of attacks.

In the rest of this paper for each user Ui, we denote by:

IDi : The user identifier Ui.

PWi : A valid original password.

PWVi : The virtual password.

HPWi : The final password.

RSi : Random salt.

CSRSi : Cryptographically secure random salt.

CRC : Cyclic redundancy check.

CV L : CRC code of variables lengths.

DR : Dynamic rotation.

E : Symmetric cryptographic primitive.

H : One-way hash function.

Tbi, Tsi : Random nonce.

<<< : Rotation left without loss of

information.

>>> : Rotation right without loss of

information.

⊕ : XOR operation.

== : Comparison.

‖ : Concatenation.

P (x) : Probability of event x.

NIST : National Institute of Standards and

Technology.

CCi : Challenge of server calculated by

the client.

RCSi : Challenge and response of client

calculated by the server.

RCi : Client’s response to server’s challenge.

RCCnew
i : Response and challenge server’s

calculated by the client.

Xnew
i : Renewal of the parameter X.

2 Related Work

The improvements proposed to evaluate their level of se-

curity remain unable to overcome all these weaknesses [26,

31]. In particular, if we note that the design architectures

provide static passwords engendering more security con-

cern. Similarly, habits followed by users to select and

maintain passwords of many online accounts are coura-

geous for attackers. It should also be noted that all studies

in this field confirm that the great challenge among the

users is the difficulty to remember a password for each

online account [3, 7], which generate the following habits:

• Users choose passwords that are easy, memorizable

and guessable.

• They reuse the same password on multiple accounts

despite their consciences by the risks.
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• They resort to share these passwords with other in-

dividuals.

• They often forget their passwords.

• They store them in plain text in the browser.

• They use personal information to build these pass-

words.

In general, all studies in this field have shown that the

problem of memorization and storage is among the ma-

jor causes of the inability of users to respond to rec-

ommendations of the computer security related to pass-

words [8, 9, 19, 22, 28, 31]. But at the university level,

a survey realized by Shay et al. [27] showed that the ma-

jority of the users are aware by the impact of the re-

quirements of the computer security on their accounts.

Moreover, they found users who can memorize complex

passwords. In parallel, other alternatives were proposed

to replace the architectures of authentication by texture

passwords. Conlan et al. [5] confirmed that the only alter-

native which entered in significant competition with this

technique is the one which based itself on graphic indi-

cators to calculate the passwords of every user. But, the

technique of passwords textures stays the most usable,

profitable and attractive [32].

2.1 Evolution of Texture Password Au-

thentication

The robustness of a password is the measure of its capac-

ity to resist against various types of attacks. It estimates

the average degree of necessary attempts (for every type)

to an attacker to discover any original password. The ro-

bustness is a function of the length, the range of lengths,

the period, the unpredictability, the untraceability, the

reusability and the complexity of distribution of the ran-

dom characters of the password.

2.1.1 Static Passwords

At the time of the computing, this technique was the sim-

plest method of authentication to implement, efficient and

secure to protect the accesses to sensitive data. The evolu-

tion and the opening of the computer systems on the net-

work have made the static passwords ineffective to assure

the privacy of users. Also, the evolutions of the techniques

of attacks have trivialized them especially in public envi-

ronments. In this case, a password remains identical for

several connections commonly met under Windows and

Unix. The current recommendation is to limit their uses

for the local authentication.

2.1.2 One-Time Passwords

To push aside the risk theft of static passwords in in-

secure channels, Lamport [13] described a scheme of a

one-time password (OTP ) which based on the repetitive

hashing. It generates a different password for every con-

nection more strong than the static password. The in-

conveniences of this technique come from the dependence

of the generated passwords, the listening of doors, the

stealing of the passwords and the time required executing

N times the hash function. Several variants studies were

developed to evolve the level of security of this protocol.

Bellovin and Merrit [2], proposed a protocol for exchange

of encrypted keys (EKE) and then its extension, which

allows preventing the dictionary attacks and the compro-

mise of password files. This extension is based on a one-

way hash function to hash passwords, nonce for mutual

authentication and Diffie-Hellman to compute a session

key. Morris and Thompson [18] introduced another al-

ternative of OTP to ensure password security on UNIX.

They are based on storing passwords salted and hashed

to reduce the risk of password file compromise [3]. This

technique has been improved by Feldmeier and Karn [32].

2.1.3 Objects Passwords

The systems of alphanumeric passwords are easily at-

tacked by shoulder-surfing and Spyware, in which the ad-

versary can record users’ movements by a hidden camera

when the user tapes the password or with a Trojan Horse.

In order to meet the recommendations of the security re-

lated to the choice of passwords that have high entropy.

Also, to help users who are unable to store random pass-

words generated by the machine. ObPwd [16] is another

alternative system to generate the strong’s enough pass-

words based on digital objects. The user does not need to

remember a very complex password. But, just for him

to remember a password object locally or in the web.

When the user points at an object, this system takes care

to recover its signature (SHA-1) as being a password of

strong entropy. The choice of objects digital as passwords

is an interesting alternative to be explored. Because, in

addition to the cryptographic quality of passwords cre-

ated and maintained by the users, it is very sophisticated

against Spyware and shoulder-surfing attacks. Especially,

the software that are based on the recording of keystrokes
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on local machines.

2.1.4 Virtual Passwords

Another alternative for traditional password was pro-

posed by Lei et al. [14] in 2008. It is based on a virtual

password system. Its objective was for them to have a

mechanism of authentication capable of withstanding the

theft attacks, phishing and the keylogger and shoulder-

surfing attacks. They used a linear random function, a

salt generated by the random server, a fixed password

and a random number selected by the user. This virtual

system has been modified by [30] in order to minimize

processing time by the server. This system is theoret-

ically breakable because all keys {0, ..., Z − 1} are fin-

ished. In 2011, Sandeep Kumar Sood et al. [31] proposed

a Inverse Cookie-based Virtual Password Authentication

Protocol. This authentication protocol is based on the

storage of cookies on the client computer and the Secure

Socket Layer protocol (SSL) to protect the advantages of

authentication by password and to evolve its complexity

against multiple attacks including dictionary attacks on-

line. But, according to an analytical study made on SSL

protocol by American researchers, monitoring of web traf-

fics leaves sufficient information even if the data that tran-

sit are encrypted [17]. It also presents a very important

evolution for passwords authentication systems, because

it allows to regenerate different virtual passwords for ev-

ery user. But, it does not manage to push aside SSL

vulnerabilities. In addition, it does not ensure the quality

of the encrypted passwords.

2.1.5 Evolution of Salts

The salt was introduced by Morris and Thompson [18]

as another alternative of OTP to ensure the password

security on UNIX. We note that several extensions have

been proposed to develop the security of the password

against multiple attacks specifically against Phishing and

Spyware attacks. The technical of SpoofGuard [4] is a

browser extension that examines Web pages and notifies

the user when data requests may be part of a spoof attack

(Phishing). Halderman et al. [11] proposed a mechanism

operates entirely on the client. This extension allows the

reassurance of the passwords against the attacks of dictio-

nary by means of a hash function. We are stretching the

hash function it can complicate the calculation of the orig-

inal password. More critically, it generates the static pass-

words unable to resist against multiple attacks (Phishing

or Replay attack). In 2005, PwdHash [23] was developed

for Internet Browsers Explored and Mozilla Firefox. It

allows improving the security of passwords in Web appli-

cations. It generates a different password for each site

seamlessly. This extension applies a cryptographic func-

tion on a password in clear and its private salt stored in

the client computer. In general, this extension allows you

to generate a global salt (equivalent to the domain name

of remote site) specific to each site. This technique helps

to prevent Phishing attack but remains unable to resist

against network attacks (Man in the middle, Replay at-

tack) and attacks against servers (brute force attack, dic-

tionary attack, theft of the database). Numerous studies

on JavaScript attacks showed that the implementation in

complete safety of the hashing in the browser is rather

difficult on the modern Web applications.

3 Our Proposal

The studied systems of authentication are divided on

three categories: virtual passwords, object-based pass-

words and one-time passwords. The robustness of pass-

words of all these proposals on one hand is expressed ac-

cording to the length, to the plage, to the random nature

and to the unpredictability and on the other hand is re-

lated to the behavior of users which has a very important

impact on the cryptographic quality of their passwords,

and that it is impossible to control, but can be evolved

through the sensitization. The aim of our proposal is

to strengthen the users’ authentication by virtual pass-

words. We therefore propose a system be able of with-

stand multiples types of attacks including Phishing, dic-

tionary attack, brute force, Spyware, man in the middle

and also the problem of collision [31]. It minimizes the

number of passwords memorized by users. It’s based on a

salt per user generated by a cryptographically secure ran-

dom regenerator [1], one-way hash functions, a symmetric

cryptographic primitive, nonce to ensure the mutual au-

thentication and the updating of authentication settings

during the phase renewal.

Random passwords are difficult to remember. Thus,

the interest to introduce this new proposal of a zero-

knowledge authentication system based on virtual pass-

words (SAVP). The users don’t need to remember a pass-

word for each account and can use it for more than one

account. Because, the cryptographic quality of our system

is related to the random nature of regenerating of salt used

to ensure untraceability of passwords on the network [1].
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Our proposal is characterized by:

• A random salt appropriate to each user [1] to avoid

the problem of change of domains.

• The integrity of this salt is assured by CRC code of

variables lengths [1].

• The space of keys is unlimited and the primitive sig-

nals constituting the generated keys meet of the fol-

lowing conditions [1]:

– Their length and period are variable and unpre-

dictable.

– Their distributions will also be unpredictable.

– The untraceability of the keys.

• The users are free to choose the way of seizing words

pass by keyboard or to use the passwords objects that

have a great ability to counter spyware attacks.

• The users do not need to make calculations. The

regeneration of the virtual passwords is made trans-

parently.

• The use of a strong cryptographic hash function

(SHA-224).

• The update of the authentication settings collabo-

rates to protect servers against the potentials types

of attacks.

• It is almost impossible to find the same virtual pass-

word for two users who have the same original pass-

words.

3.1 Zero-Knowledge Proof

The concept of a proof of zero-knowledge was introduced

in the firstly by Goldwasser, Micali and Racko [10]. It is

used in cryptography to ensure the identity of users. It

appears in the mutual authentication protocols without

disclosure of secret data in the form of challenges and re-

sponses. The entities must authenticate without needing

to reveal the accuracy of their secrets.

3.2 Reuse of Passwords

Users are unable to memorize a complex password for ev-

ery account. Thus, the majority of them reuse a single

password in several accounts, share with others and also

store it clear in the browsers [3, 7]. To cope with these

difficulties, in our system, we melt the security level pass-

words regenerated on the cryptographic quality of our

regenerator of the salts used [1]. The goal is to have

passwords able to resist the network and server’s attacks.

Therefore, the users will not need to change them to make

sure on their cryptographic qualities. But, they have to

cope with Spyware attacks.

3.3 Untraceability of Passwords

In internet, the traceability of connection data (logs) is a

solution to monitor users and conducting surveys. It also

serves to follow their activities to create profiles in the se-

mantic case of Web: the movements, the consulted sites,

the exchanges and the sharing. And it can become a cause

of mistrust and disclosure of confidential data. Since most

attacks are based on spying sensitive data on the web es-

pecially the passwords, thus our objective is to propose

and study a strong authentication system based on the

regeneration of virtual passwords to guarantee their un-

traceability.

3.4 Portability of Our Authentication

System

In addition to security in web applications, it adds an-

other very important characteristic: the portability of an

authentication system. Indeed, most authentication sys-

tems offer very complex architectures to gain the trust

of users. Generally, they base on the capacity of modern

Web browsers to memorized the parameters of authenti-

cation to simplify the users experience. But, they forget

the risks bound to the problem of not standardization of

browsers and the security of the files of storage of these

parameters client side. More critical, they impede the

movement of internet users to a specific browser. For that

purpose, in our proposal, all authentication parameters

will be stored on the server side to assure the portability

of our system. Besides, the passwords will be strength-

ened by safe cryptographic salts to have more security,

simplicity, safety and trust of the users.

3.5 Controls of Integrity

The majority of authentication architectures leave out the

control of the integrity of data exchanged between the

server and the client during authentication. They can

be the cause of failure of authentication because attacks

do not always have an intention to have the access to
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your account; but they can try just to damage the valid-

ity of your parameters of authentication. Consequently,

the corruption can be involuntary. For this interest, we

propose a dynamic system that ensures the integrity and

authenticity of the parameters of authentication of data

exchanged between the communicating entities. Thus, we

introduce a technique for error detection (CRC) of vari-

ables lengths which adapts with any polynomial generator

(Noted CV L) [1] to ensure the integrity of messages ex-

changed between the client and the server salt and an

one-way hash function to generate very strong passwords

which will be used as encryption keys and decryption.

3.6 Random Generator of a Safe Crypto-

graphic Salt

We refer to [1], the salts regenerated by our regenera-

tor RGSCS have unpredictable primitive signals, pseudo-

random and in certain cases seems chaotic. That is to say,

their divinations by the successive iterations are almost

impossible. The interest to introduce this system is to

meet the requirements of computer security and also to

solve the problems of storage and memorization of com-

plex passwords of the users in Web applications. It is built

on salts appropriate to every user generated by a secure

cryptographic random regenerator [1]. The purpose, is

to contribute to the level improvement of security of the

passwords against multiple types of attacks.

The regenerator RGSCS consists of three processes.

For details see [1]:

• The regeneration of random salts.

• The calculation of a CRC of variable length on any

primitive signal to assure the integrity of regenerated

salts.

• The check of the integrity of salts and the update of

the authentication settings.

According to NIST [25], the length and the range of

lengths are among the key factors of the robustness of

generated passwords. To test the impact of this regen-

erator on their cryptographic quality, we have to calcu-

late minimal and maximal complexity (Sm,N). Then the

probability to have such a primitive signal for minimal

passwords. According to [1], we have:

1) The cardinal of Sm,N is #Sm,N = 2m(2N+1 − 1).

2) If the elements of Sm,N are equiprobable then for all

S ∈ Sm,N we get P(x) = 1/#Sm,N.

The recommendation of the information security is to

have a password that consists of at least eight charac-

ters. In the table below, we studied the complexity and

the probability of the virtual passwords according to a

password and salt regenerated by our algorithm [1].

Table 1: The complexity and the probability of the virtual

passwords regenerated

The length of

the salt (bit) Complexity Probability

without 1.845 1019 5.422 10−20

140 2.572 1061 3.890 10−62

150 2.663 1064 3.799 10−65

160 2.696 1067 3.710 10−68

· · · · · · · · ·
180 2.827 1068 3.538 10−74

185 9.047 1074 1.106 10−75

According to these results (Table 1), we notice that the

complexity and the probability to have such a primitive

signal are strongly evolved and compared with the orig-

inal passwords (without salt). Thus, the key space has

increased by 1.394 1042 for a salt of a minimum length

and by 4.904 1055 for a salt of a maximum length by

report an original password. Also, the probability of such

a primitive signal has decreased by 7.175 10−43 for a

salt of a minimum length and 2.040 10−56 for a salt of

a maximum length by report an original password. Of

course, the keys space is very important for evolving their

level of security against multiple attacks, but, this is not

sufficient to speak about the random complexity of the

passwords which meet the requirements of the computer

security. For that purpose, we have to estimate the impact

of this regenerator on the unpredictability of the regener-

ated primitive signals.

3.7 Dynamic Rotation of Binary Strings

Knowing that, if an attacker manages to find the static

salt associated with a password, their mission to find the

original password in clear rest to build a dictionary con-

tains all possible combinations. Indeed, the concatena-

tion has no influence on the level of security, it can ex-

tend only its length. And if of more the integration of

this technique in the systems of authentication remains

in a static way [4, 11, 18, 23], then to strengthen the

level of security of a system of authentication based on
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passwords, we thought of proposing a virtual system of

authentication based not only on blocks of data, but on

their binary parts. Hence, we propose a new mechanism

of regeneration virtual passwords by basing itself on salts

by user [1] and on algorithm of dynamic rotation of the

binary strings before the hashing. The goal is to have

passwords which have the recommended characteristics

in current authentication systems namely: untraceability,

randomness, virtual and also reusable.

In our approach, the objective is not to complicate the

existing proposals. For that purpose, we build our pro-

posal on simple and practicable operations in most of the

programming languages namely:

• The concatenation of a password PWi and an unpre-

dictable salt RSi appropriate to every user Ui.

• The regeneration of a binary sequence S = xnb . . . x1

from PWi‖RSi, with xi ∈ {0, 1}.

• The ordinary sum of the bits positioned in one in S

to determine the dynamic position of the rotation Pi:

Pi =

nb∑
i=1

xi.

• The dynamic rotation depends on the parity of Pi,

as follows:

– If Pi is even, we shall have a circular rotation to

the right with Pi position.

– If Pi is odd, we shall have a circular rotation to

the left with nb− Pi position.

• Hence, the regeneration of the virtual passwords

PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi).

To estimate the complexity of the virtual passwords gen-

erated in our system, a behavioral study is dedicated to

the analysis of these generated primitive signals. For this,

we will study the divergence of Hamming distances be-

tween the primitive signals [1] after minimal internal dis-

turbances (a single bit) on a totally breakable password

for the same salt and its impact on the robustness of these

passwords regenerated.

3.7.1 Impact of Minimal Perturbations of an

Original Password on Virtual Passwords

To estimate the impact of this algorithm of dynamic

rotation over the complexity of the regenerated virtual

passwords, we will study the distribution of distances of

the primitive signals regenerated by minimal disturbances

(only bit by iteration) on the initial condition (PWi‖RSi).

For this, we take the original totally breakable password

”aaaaaaaa” concatenated with a given salt. The pertur-

bations will be only made on the original password.

Figure 1: The distribution of distances of primitive sig-

nals according to the minimal perturbations on the initial

condition

According to this histogram (Figure 1) we notice that,

for any iteration, the range of lengths of the distances is

more important and more subtle (between 100 and 145

bits), and their distribution seems chaotic. Therefore,

our system assures the untraceability in spite the reuse of

a same password. This algorithm will thus have a very

remarkable contribution on the complexity of the virtual

passwords regenerated. However, if an attacker manages

to find the final plaintext passwords, it will be painful for

him the exact localization of the password entered by the

user.

3.7.2 Impact of Salts on the Robustness of Pass-

words

In order to argue the impact of this dynamic rotation al-

gorithm on the robustness of passwords, we study the

correlation of primitive signals regenerated for original

password concatenated with two hundred salts. More

critically, we chose a password that meets the minimum

recommendation of computer security.

Original password: a ∗ 7F−eW5.

According to this histogram (Figure 2), we can split

the zones of interest into three portions:

• Between 0.3 and 0.42: the distribution of the normal-

ized distances [1] seems to a chaotic phenomenon.

• Between 0.42 and 0.52: we have an accumulation of

the normalized distances. But, with a distribution

seems a bit like Gaussian curve followed by small

peaks.
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Figure 2: The distribution of normalized distances

• Between 0.52 and 0.6: almost the same as the first

portion.

We refer to (Figures 1, 2), NIST [25] and [1], our system

has filled the characteristics recommended by computer

security. It enables us to make sure well over the crypto-

graphic nature of the virtual passwords. Finally, we can

summarize these internal characteristics as follows:

• The distribution of lengths and periods is random.

• The passwords are unpredictable.

• The untraceability of the original passwords.

Consequently, we assure the uncorrelated, the untrace-

ability and unpredictable of the regenerated primitive sig-

nals can withstand the multiple types of attacks such

as: dictionary attack, brute force attack, phishing attack,

man in the middle attack (MIM) and also in the collision

problem. Therefore, the robustness and the complexity of

the virtual passwords regenerated are assured.

3.8 Strong Authentication by Virtual

Passwords

3.8.1 General SAVP Scheme

Figure 3 is a model of strong authentication by virtual

passwords (SAVP). The scheme of our proposal is com-

posed of the following items:

The browsers. They would support the protocol

HTTPS to guarantee more confidentiality of data

exchanged between the customer and the server.

Extension CryptoServices. It must provide, in both

sides, the following features:

• The hash functions.

• The symmetric cryptographic primitives.

• The dynamic rotation of binary strings.

Figure 3: Model of SAVP

• The CRC code of a variable length.

• Regeneration random salts RSi specific to each

user Ui.

WebApps. It is web application usually placed on a web

server and handles by pressing of widgets using a

web browser via a computer network. It can be a

system of content management, search engine, an e-

commerce software, a social network, etc.

Database. Each user Ui is characterized by four authen-

tication settings, which will be created during the

recording phase. These settings are used to identify

users during the authentication phase (See Table 2).

They can be changed easily during the renewal phase:

• Identifier (IDi): Only identifier (IDi) for each

user (Ui).

Table 2: Users authentication settings

IDi HPWi CSRSi Ni

• Password (HPWi): In our proposal, the pass-

word will be used as an encryption key and de-

cryption to ensure:

1) The identification of users during authenti-

cation and renewal phases.

2) The confidentiality of nonce exchanged be-

tween the client and the server to assure the

mutual authentication.

3) The confidentiality of the new passwords

chosen by the users during the renewal

phase.

• Salt (CSRSi): In the registration phase, a ran-

dom regenerator handles to regenerate CSRSi

for each user who has a chaotic behavior [1]. It

will be associated with the original password to

ensure its robustness and its complexity.

• A positive integer (Ni): It corresponds to the

sum of the bits positioned in one in a primitive
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signal RSi. It will be used to generate a poly-

nomial generator to make sure on the integrity

of the salts (CSRSi) [1].

3.8.2 Conception of SAVP

Our mutual authentication system SAVP consists of three

phases: the registration phase, the identification and au-

thentication phase and the renewal phase.

3.8.2.1 Registration Phase

This phase, allows any new user to register with the Web

application. Each user should have a unique represen-

tation within server. The data exchanged very sensitive

require a level of confidentiality and integrity quite high

(See Figure 4). Hence, the necessity to recommend the

use of HTTPS protocol to ensure the confidentiality and

integrity of the authentication settings.

Figure 4: Registration phase

This registration process can generate for each user Ui

itself authentication settings. It is based on random salts

regenerated by a cryptographically safe regenerator and

original password chosen by the user Ui as follows:

• The user Ui must have a valid password PWi and

an unique identifier IDi that does not exist in the

server database. If it exists, the server sends back

a message of exception informing the user to choose

other identifier.

• The browser sends the identifier IDi entered by the

user Ui to the server.

• The server checks the existence of the user Ui, oth-

erwise:

– Generates a random salt RSi.

– Calculates a number Ni and CSRSi.

– Sends a salt CSRSi and a number Ni to the

browser.

• The browser:

– Calculates RSi = CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

– Calculates virtual password, by using the Dy-

namic Rotation (DR) on the concatenation

of an original password and a random salt:

PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi).

– Calculates the final password by hashing of the

virtual password with a one-way hash function

H: HPWi = H(PWVi).

– Sends the final password HPWi to server.

• The server:

– Saves the authentication parameters associated

to the user Ui: IDi, HPWi, CSRSi, Ni.

3.8.2.2 Identification and Authentication Phase

In this phase each user Ui must provide a proof of its

identity (username/password) to the server. Obviously,

authentication systems based on a simple password do not

meet the demanding requirements of computer security.

For this, we integrated several parameters of authentica-

tion to assure strong authentication of the users. The goal

is to establish a secured session with the Web server by us-

ing the HTTPS protocol and the authentication service.

In this phase, we have to make sure on (See Figure 5):

• Identity of the users.

• Integrity and confidentiality of exchanged random

salts.

• Validity of recalculated passwords.

• Mutual authentication.

The identification and authentication process allows

verifying well the identity and authenticity of the users

and the server. The aim is to provide mutual authenti-

cation between communicating entities without disclosure

the originals parameters of authentication. Also, for more

confidence and seductive, we ensure over the untraceabil-

ity and portability in our system.

• The browser:

– Sends the identifier IDi of a user Ui to the

server.

– Generates a nonce Tbi.

• The server checks the existence of the user:
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Figure 5: Identification and authentication phase

– If yes, then the server:

∗ sends a cryptographically secure random

salt CSRSi and Ni number.

∗ Generates a nonce Tsi.

– Otherwise, it returns an error message.

• The browser:

– Checks the integrity of CSRSi by calculating

RSi = CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

– Calculates the virtual password of a user Ui by

Dynamic Rotation applied to the concatenation

of its original valid password PWi and its ran-

dom salt RSi : PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi).

– Calculates the final password of the user Ui by

hashing the virtual password PWVi with a one-

way hash function H: HPWi = H(PWVi).

– Encrypts the nonce Tbi by the final password

HPWi as a symmetric encryption key: CCi =

EHPWi
(Tbi).

– Sends CCi as an authentication challenge to the

server.

• The server:

– Decrypts the received message: Tbi =

EHPWi
(CCi).

– Calculates a challenge for the browser: RCSi =

EHPWi
(Tbi⊕Tsi).

– Sends as an authentication challenge to the

browser : RCSi.

• The browser:

– Decrypts the received message: Tbi⊕Tsi =

EHPWi(RCSi).

– Calculates: Tsi = Tbi ⊕ Tbi ⊕ Tsi.

– Calculates: RCi = EHPWi
(Tsi).

– Sends as a response to the authentication chal-

lenge to the server: RCi.

• The server:

– Decrypts the received message : Ts
′

i =

EHPWi
(RCi).

– Compares the received nonce of mutual authen-

tication Ts
′

i with one who sent Tsi: Ts
′

i ==

Tsi.

– If comparison is successful, then:

? Mutual authentication is assured between

the browser and the server.

? Successful Connection.

3.8.2.3 Renewal Phase

This phase is very interested and recommended especially

for newly registered users. Because, it allows renewing all

authentication settings in a more secure environment than

registration phase. Also, it offers a higher level of protec-

tion of sensitive authentication settings (See Figure 6). In

this phase, we must ensure:

• The identity of users.

• The integrity and confidentiality of regenerated salts

and passwords.

• The validity of recalculated passwords.

• The mutual authentication.

• Updating of the authentication settings.

This process allows to renew the authentication set-

tings safely. It gives another chance to users for

strengthen these authentication settings.

• The browser sends the identifier IDi of a user Ui to

the server.

• The server checks the existence of the user:

– If it exists, then:

∗ Generates a new random salt RSnew
i and

calculates a new number Nnew
i .
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Figure 6: Renewal phase

∗ Encrypts the random salt RSnew
i generated

by the final password HPWi of user Ui:

CSnew
i = EHPWi

(RSnew
i ).

∗ Sends CSnew
i , CSRSi and Ni to the

browser.

– Otherwise, returns an error message.

• The browser:

– Checks the integrity of CSRSi by the calcula-

tion of RSi = CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

– Calculates:

∗ The virtual password of a user Ui by the

Dynamic Rotation exercised on the con-

catenation of its valid original password

PWi and its random salt RSi: PWVi =

DR(PWi‖RSi).

∗ The final password of the user Ui by hashing

the virtual password PWVi with a one-way

hash function H: HPWi = H(PWVi).

∗ Decrypts the received message CSnew
i by

the final password HPWi calculated as a

key of symmetric encryption in order to

have the new random salt generated for the

user Ui: RSnew
i = EHPWi

(CSnew
i ).

– If the decryption is successful, then the server

is authenticated by the client and also the con-

fidentiality and integrity of RSnew
i are ensured.

– Then, calculates:

∗ The new virtual user Ui password by the

dynamic rotation (DR) applied on the con-

catenation of its new original password

valid PWnew
i and new random salt RSnew

i :

PWV new
i = DR(PWnew

i ‖RSnew
i ).

∗ The new final password of the user Ui

by hashing of the new virtual password

PWV new
i with an one-way hash function

H: HPWnew
i = H(PWV new

i ).

∗ The new encryption password calcu-

lated with the ancient password as sym-

metric encryption key: RCCnew
i =

EHPWi
(HPWnew

i ).

– Sends RCCnew
i as a challenge of authentication

and a new final valid password to the server.

• The server:

– Decrypts the received message in order to have

the new password passes final calculated by the

browser : HPWnew
i = EHPWi(RCCnew

i ). If

the decryption is successful, then, the browser

is authenticated by the server. Thus, the mutual

authentication of the server and of the browser

is guaranteed.

– Updates of authentication settings: HPWnew
i ,

CSRSnew
i and Nnew

i .

4 Security Analysis

In order to prove the degree of adaptation and robustness

of our strong zero knowledge authentication proposal, we

have to estimate their capacity to resist various attacks.

The majority of attacks against Web applications are re-

lied on the theft, the traceability and the weaknesses of

critical data.

4.1 Defends Against Theft of Data

In companies the confidence is a range of users to preserve.

More critically, the protection of data exchanged must be

well protected against the theft or any other leak. In gen-

eral, the space of attacks is a vast environment affects

all web applications. In our proposal, we must estimate

their impacts on the physical and digital security of data

exchanged between the communicating entities in the fol-

lowing three subspaces: Client, Server and Network.

4.1.1 Client Side

In order to prevent attacks by Spyware and also to help

the users who are unable to memorize of the random pass-
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words. We recommend the use of ObPwd [16] that gener-

ate strong enough passwords based on the digital objects.

4.1.2 Server Side

The passwords stored in a server are strengthened by safe

cryptographically random salts, are totally deformed by

the dynamic rotation and their cryptographic qualities,

and are assured by an one-way hash function: HPWi =

H(DR(PWi‖RSi)).

4.1.3 On the Network

In most of the existing systems of authentication pass-

words submission is done in plaintext or hashed. Also,

for a server these passwords play the role of an original

password. More critically, this process encourages attacks

to sniff the network. In this situation, the attacker does

not need to find the original password entered by the user.

But, it suffices for him to build a script which contains

the passwords intercepted on the network. Thus, to cope

with this situation, we add HTTPS in our proposal, and

we use the passwords as key of encryption/decryption mu-

tual authentication messages between the client and the

server. Therefore, we assure the undisclosure, the un-

traceability and the confidentiality of the passwords that

transit on the wire.

4.2 Defends Against Phishing Attacks

The phishing attack is a set of very effective attempts to

data theft online. To cope with this attack, we propose

the following technique:

4.2.1 A Cryptographically Safe Random Salts

To prevent the weaknesses and the problems of a salt gen-

erated from a given domain name. We propose this solu-

tion which allows to have and to verify the integrity of a

random salt appropriate to each user: CV L(CSRSi, Ni).

This verification can be taken to ensure the origin au-

thentication settings. In addition, the recovery of these

parameters is conditioned on the existence of a given user

in order to prevent the falsification of the original sites.

In this case, the attacker does not only need to create a

site for acquire deceitfully the sensitive information from

users, but it must answer their challenges which are im-

possible.

4.2.2 Mutual Authentication

In case of success of the check of the integrity of a

salt. This attack rests on the hypothesis: ”The pass-

word stored in the database during the recording phase

will retransmit on the network”. What is wrong in

our proposal. The recalculated passwords never will re-

transmit on the wire. But, they will be used as keys

of encryption of the messages of mutual authentication

EHPWi(RSi), EHPWi(RSnew
i ), EHPWi(Tsi), . . . . For this

interest, we have watched over the complexity and un-

traceability of generated passwords based on the cryp-

tographic nature of regenerated random salts, dynamic

rotation of binary strings generated in order to break the

link between the original and virtual password and one-

way hash function: PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi), HPWi =

H(PWVi).

4.3 Defends Against the Shoulder Surfing

This attack is strongly related to consciousness and habits

followed by users to protect their privacy especially in

public spaces. But, in the case of highly sensitive web ap-

plications, we recommend the integration of the technical

of password object [16]. Because, this technique allows

to hide all the movements of the users and also to have

very complicated passwords meeting the requirements of

the computer security.

4.4 Defend Against SQL Injection

This attack presents a serious threat for the security of

the dynamics of Web sites. To check well the validity and

the robustness of the parameters of authentication cho-

sen by the user. It is recommended to use the grey list

and the methods of filtering (validation and cleaning) to

make sure on the reliability of data. It is very effective

in standard architectures which are based on a positive

answer to a given request. In our proposal, we introduce

a process of identification that can eliminate this prob-

lem. In reality, we propose an interactive system of au-

thentication. More critically, the communicating entities

must verify and respond to authentication challenges (for

encryption / decryption nonce) to assure mutual authen-

tication. Specifically, all responses must be confirmed by

the previous challenge and accompanied by a new chal-

lenge: Tbi⊕Tsi = EHPWi
(RCSi), Tsi = Tbi⊕Tbi⊕Tsi,

RCi = EHPWi(Tsi). And taking into account the inter-

nal characteristic of our system, the first request allows

only to verify the existence of user Ui and to get back
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its own random salt. Where from, the inclusion of meta-

characters in username/password fields will have no in-

fluence on the safety of user accounts. Otherwise, it will

generate error messages at verification or identification

of users. Consequently, our proposal resists against this

attack.

4.5 Defends Against the Collisions

The proof of security of any hash functions (compression

function) is measured by these capacities to resist colli-

sions attacks (pseudo-collisions exist on the compression

function in certain iteration). The domain extender algo-

rithm defined by Merkle Damgard has known a wide range

of collision attacks. The attack of extension of length

which was remedied by Coron et al. [6]. Also, Joux [12]

discovered the multicollision attack which looks for k in-

ternal collisions from k different messages. This vulner-

ability affects almost at the bottom the security of any

domain extender algorithm whose internal state length

equal to that cadence. But, according to Lucks [15] rec-

ommendation to remedy this problem is to increase the

internal state length of the compression function to N>2n

(with n is the length of the hash). In general, there are

two types of attacks affecting the quality of cryptographic

hash functions, namely: the probabilistic and structural

attacks. In this article, we interest a improving the ro-

bustness of hash functions against probabilistic attacks.

These types of attacks are based on the inability of users

to choose passwords that can meet the requirements of

computer security. Hence, the interest to introduce our

system that is able to extend the length and to evolve

the cryptographic quality of passwords. Thus, through

[1] and the results obtained in Section 3.7, we deduce, on

one hand, that the regenerated virtual passwords are of

cryptographic nature, and on the other hand the uncorre-

lation, the untraceability and unpredictable of the prim-

itive signals regenerated are assured for a weak original

password. In addition, if we combine the different chosen

passwords, the cryptographic quality of random salts [1],

the algorithm of dynamic rotation and the robustness of

an one-way hash function (HPWi = H(DR(PWi‖RSi))

this collision problem will be actually very far.

4.6 Defends Against Man in the Middle

Attack

In this technique, the attacker should be able to observe

and intercept (Sniffing) the encrypted data exchanged be-

tween two victims in a valid time. It is particularly appli-

cable in the original protocol of exchange of keys Diffie-

Hellman, when it is used without authentication. In this

proposed protocol, for more complexity against the at-

tacks, we exploit the symmetric cryptographic primitives.

Consequently, the attacker should intercept the connec-

tion request messages RCCnew
i = EHPWi(HPWnew

i )

sent by a user Ui to the server and to replay the re-

sponses to the challenges of mutual authentication such

as CCi = EHPWi
(Tbi),RCSi = EHPWi

(Tsi⊕Tbi) and

RCi = EHPWi
(Tsi). But, as the attacker does not have

value of HPWnew
i , it will be unable to replay nor connect

messages nor responses to mutual authentication chal-

lenges. Thus, the resistance of our protocol is assured

against this attack.

4.7 Defends Against Brute Force Attack

According to [1, 24], the resistance of the passwords

against this attack is strongly bound to their complex-

ities. The attacker should get back the file of the pass-

words then launch a software of brute forces ”cracking” in

order to test in a exhaustive way all the possible combina-

tions of the passwords. In our proposal, the attacker does

not only need to find the virtual password hashed by an

one-way hash function HPWi = H(PWVi), nevertheless,

he should extract the original password which has been

totally deformed in a random salt by a dynamic rotation

of their concatenation PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi). In addi-

tion to the cryptographic quality of the salts used [1] and

according to the part 3.7, the dynamic rotation allows

to break any correlation between the original and virtual

passwords. Hence, we confirmed the unpredictable nature

of virtual passwords generated. Therefore, the proposed

protocol is secure against the attacks of brute forces.

4.8 Defends Against the Dictionary At-

tack

This type of attack is very effective in case of pass-

words with weak entropy or of authentication systems

based on breakable hash functions. In our system, the

cryptographic quality of the passwords is strongly bound

to salts generated appropriate to every user, the dy-

namic rotation and the one-way hash function: RSi =

CV L(CSRSi, Ni), PWVi = DR(PWi‖RSi), HPWi =

H(PWVi). According to Subsection 3.6, the range of

lengths of the complexity of the generated virtual pass-

words is [2.572 1061,9.047 1074], and to Subsection 3.7,
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the uncorrelation and the unpredictability of the pass-

words are assured for a minimal original password. There-

fore, our system is actually protected against this attack.

5 Conclusion

In computer environment, the security or rather the pri-

vacy of users is the heritage of any company or organi-

zation on the wire. According to all the studies on user

habits have shown their limits to meet the requirements

of computer security in this discipline. In particular their

incapacities to memorize random passwords. Then, they

resort to habits facilitate attacks. More critical, it is im-

possible to rely on the users as key factors of the computer

security. All these difficulties push us to the conception of

a new system of authentication SAVP. This work comes

in the optics to strengthen and to improve the mutual

authentication of web users based on virtual passwords.

Taking account of the evolution of attacks and con-

straints of user systems, the cryptographic quality au-

thentication system should not be linked to their abil-

ity to meet of the recommendations of computer security.

Strongly, their consciences, their behaviors and passwords

choices have very remarkable influences on the survival of

their accounts. For this, web application security must

be seen as an inter-connected environment requiring in-

put from all entities constituting our system. Therefore,

in our proposal, the security is required for all elements

of our system. The interest is to have a system of mu-

tual authentication based on virtual passwords capable

of resisting multiple types of attacks in particular phish-

ing, dictionary, brute force, spyware, man in the middle

and replay attacks. So, we propose a strong system of

authentication with zero knowledge based on:

• Salts generated by a cryptographically secure regen-

erator.

• An algorithm for the dynamic rotation of binary

strings in order to ensure uncorrelation, unpre-

dictability and untraceability of passwords for mini-

mal disturbance to the initial condition.

• The symmetric cryptographic primitives for more

privacy authentication settings.

• An one-way hash function, random nonce to ensure

mutual authentication of communicating entities and

the updating of the parameters of authentication dur-

ing the renewal phase.

Generally, we can quote its characteristics as follows:

• The distribution of lengths and periods of virtual

passwords generated are random and unlimited.

• The nature of virtual password generated is pseudo-

random and in some situations seems chaotic.

• The untraceability and the reuse of original pass-

words are handled securely by integrating crypto-

graphically secure salts algorithm and dynamic ro-

tation of binary strings to withstand multiple types

of attacks.

• The integrity of salts is assured by integration of the

mechanism of CRC code of variables lengths.

• The transparency and portability of our system in all

steps of executions to ensure non-occupation of the

users and to hide any sensitive information can help

an attacker to attack our application.

• The complexity of our system SAVP comes from the

unpredictable nature of any regenerated salt.

• The simplicity in all operations building our proposal

to be feasible in all programming languages.
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